Explore. Watch. Learn!

SCETV’s free online collection of educational resources for K-12 classrooms — including video, audio, interactives, simulations, and images.

Explore our Series and our Collections at [http://knowitall.org](http://knowitall.org)
A Natural State Explore how people shape natural objects into objects of art.
American Graduate An initiative to help combat the dropout crisis in the United States.
An Athlete's Journey: From SC to the Olympics Meet South Carolina athletes who achieved their dream.
Artopia Web-based arts experience designed for middle school students, covering the visual and performing arts.
Career Aisle Career clusters that connect what students learn in school with skills needed for success in college and career.
Career Aisle Regional Education Center Videos Interviews highlighting South Carolina jobs.
Carolina Money Topics include community growth, workforce readiness, technology, startups, and financial literacy.
Carolina Stories From the Upstate to the Lowcountry, stories that are as geographically diverse as their subject matter.
Circle Of Inheritance Exploring the prehistoric and colonial history of South Carolina.
Congaree Swamp Stories Learn about the natural and cultural history of the Congaree State Park.
Conversations with S.C. Writers Speak to and interact with writers to learn about their careers and the writing process.
Creating a Career with the Arts & Media Arts in Mind Discussions and interviews.
Digital Traditions Discover the rich sources of traditional culture and folklore.
Ed Aware: Eat Smart, Move More Childhood obesity and related health, nutrition and physical activity issues.
SCETV Shorts A web series of stories gathered from around the state of South Carolina.
Eye Wonder The science and technology behind everyday things like pasta, bridges, a NASCAR pit crew, and a Zamboni.
Flu PSAs Key flu prevention tips are highlighted in English and with Spanish subtitles.
Foreign Language: French, German & Spanish Introductory-level French, German and Spanish courses designed to meet the needs of schools that would like to offer foreign languages, but have no language teacher.
Generations of Heroes The living memories of heroes and civilians who served the U.S. from World War II to today.
Gullah Net Interact with the complex history and language that is the Gullah Culture.
Healthy Hannah A cyber super hero who helps her friends make healthy choices.
Hobby Shop Hands-on math and science.
Holocaust Forum Access to a variety of resources for teaching students about this tragic chapter from human history.
Hot Jobs Career choices from people who know them best.
Idella Bodie's S.C. Women Each dramatization tells the story of women who have shaped South Carolina history and politics.
James Otis Lecture Series Perceptions of the Magna Carta and “Its Relevance In The 21st Century”.
Keep It Real A project for teens to help educate them about the consequences of inappropriate risk-taking behavior.
Kids Work! A virtual community of workplaces.
La Ropa Sucia A fotonovela, dramatized by teens, on the issues facing Hispanic teens.
Legacy of Leadership Business excellence, courageous thinking and acting, inspired leadership, and community mindedness.
Lexington County Courthouse: 200 Years of Service The history of the Lexington County Courthouse.
Making It Grow Gardening topics highlighting interesting places and products from around South Carolina.
NASA Online Award-winning science, math and technology videos and interactives.
Original SC Stories of everyday South Carolinians living, working and experiencing all that the Palmetto State has to offer.
Palmetto Leaders Soft Skills that some South Carolina leaders identify as being instrumental in their career growth and success.
Palmetto Scene A South Carolina video magazine that explores the people, places, and culture of South Carolina.
Palmetto Voices South Carolina female leaders share the experiences, skills and decisions that have brought them success.
Pee Dee Explorer The natural, cultural, and agricultural landscapes of the Pee Dee region.
Periscope Monthly observances presented as collections.
Primitive Tools How primitive people used the materials found in nature.
Project Discovery Revisited Science, Social Studies, and Visual and Performing Arts.
Project Lead South Carolina A video series for young women that follows notable women in South Carolina.
Ready to Vote Principles of the Constitution, the branches of U.S. Government and the electoral process.
RiverVenture South Carolina’s cultural and natural landscape as told by its rivers.
Road Trip! Travel through South Carolina’s Civil Rights History.
S.C. Hall Of Fame The stories of contemporary and past citizens who have made outstanding contributions to South Carolina.
SC LIFE A virtual field trip to a South Carolina cove forest and a salt marsh.
SCETV Series & Specials NatureScene, Bridge Builders, Mary Long’s Yesteryear, Family Across the Sea, and many more.
Science Splash Encouraging middle school girls’ interest in science, technology, engineering and math careers.
Turner to Cézanne The remarkable Davies Collection, an extraordinary group of 19th- and early 20th-century paintings.
Tuskegee Airmen The Tuskegee Airmen pave the way for full integration of African Americans into the U.S. military.
Web of Water Insight into how rivers and landforms shape who we are, where we live and why we live there.
Zoo Minutes Footage from the world renowned Riverbanks Zoo and Gardens.